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Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

2.6.1 The institution has stated learning outcomes (programme and course outcome)/graduate 

attributes which are integrated into the assessment process and widely publicized through the 

website and other documents and the attainment of the same are evaluated by the institution. 
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List of POs, PSOs PEOs  

STANLEY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY FOR WOMEN 

Chapel Road, Abids, Hyderabad. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

PO1. Engineering knowledge: Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals and an engineering specialization to the conceptualization of engineering 

models. 

PO2. Problem Analysis: Identify, formulate, research literature and solve complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics and 

engineering sciences. 

PO3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design systems, components or processes that meet specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for public health and safety, cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

PO4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Conduct investigations of complex 

problems including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 

synthesis of information to provide valid conclusions. 

PO5. Modern Tool Usage: Create, select and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering tools, including prediction and modeling, to complex engineering 

activities, with an understanding of the limitations. 

PO6. The engineer and society: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams and in multi-disciplinary settings.  

PO7. Environment & sustainability: Communicate effectively on complex engineering 

activities with the engineering community and with society at large, such as being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

PO8. Ethics: Demonstrate understanding of the societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues 

and the consequent responsibilities relevant to engineering practice. 

PO9. Individual and Team work: Understand and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of engineering practice. 

PO10. Communication: Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a societal context and 

demonstrate knowledge of and need for sustainable development. 

PO11. Project Management and Finance: Demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of 

management and business practices, such as risk and change management, and understand 

their limitations. 

PO12. Lifelong Learning: Recognize the need for, and have the ability to engage in independent 

and life-long learning 

 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

 

PSO 1.Problem-Solving Skills: The ability to apply standard practices and strategies in 

software project development using open-ended programming environments to deliver a quality 

product for  the benefit of students. 



PSO2.   Design,implement,test,and evaluate a computer system,component,or algorithm to 

meet     desired needs and to solve a computational problem.  

Flow chart 

 

 

 





























PEOs ,POs and PSOs of IT Dept 

 

Program Educational Objectives (PEOs)  

PEO1:  Graduates shall have enhanced skills and contemporary knowledge to adapt new software and 

hardware technologies for professional excellence, employment and Research.  

PEO2: Proficient in analyzing, developing, solving engineering problems to assist life-long learning       

and to develop team work.  

PEO3: To inculcate self-confidence, acquire professional and ethical attitude, infuse leadership 

qualities, impart proficiency in soft-skills and the ability to relate engineering with social issues. 

Programme Outcomes: 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 
fundamentals and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem Analysis: Identify, formulate, research literature and analyze complex engineering 
problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics and natural 

sciences and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 
consideration for the public health and safety and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 
methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of 

the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern Tool Usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 
engineering and IT tools, including prediction and modeling, to complex engineering 

activities, with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to 
the professional engineering practice. 

7. Environment & sustainability: Understand the impact of professional engineering solutions 

in societal and environmental context, and demonstrate knowledge of, and need for 
sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and Team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 
in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as being able to comprehend and write 
effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and 

receive clear instructions. 

11. Project Management and Finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 
engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long Learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage 

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 



 Programme Specific Outcomes: 

1. PSO1: Acquire skills to design, analyze and implement algorithms using high-level 
programming languages. 

2. PSO2: Contribute their engineering skills in information technology domains like operating 

systems, network design and web designing, database design, information security and cloud 

computing. 
3. PSO3:  An ability to design and implement knowledge-based discovery and machine learning by 

using the various concepts of mathematical models, digital system design, neural networks, 

internet of things.  

 

 



 

 

 

Flow Chart of process for defining PEO’s of the  IT - department 

1. PSO1: Acquire skills to design, analyze and implement algorithms using high-level 

programming languages. 

2. PSO2: Contribute their engineering skills in information technology domains like operating 

systems, network design and web designing, database design, information security and 

cloud computing. 

3. PSO3:  An ability to design and implement knowledge-based discovery and machine 

learning by oncepts of mathematical models, digital system design, neural networks, 

internet of things 



COURSE INFORMATION SHEET 

COURSE NAME: VLSI DESIGN COURSE CODE:      PC 701 IT                                REGULATION: 2018-19 

A.Y:2022-23 

PROGRAM / YEAR / SEMESTER:BE/IV/VII CREDITS: 4 

COURSE TYPE:  INTER-DISCIPLINARY 

COURSE AREA/DOMAIN: VLSI CONTACT HOURS: 3+1 (Tutorial) hours/Week. 

CORRESPONDING LAB COURSE NAME, CODE (IF ANY): VLSI DESIGN Lab  PC 751 IT 

PRE-REQUISITE COURSES/SEM/CODE (IF ANY) :MICRO ELECTRONICS (BIT202) 

SYLLABUS: 

UNIT 
DETAILS HOURS 

(LECTURE) 

HOURS 

(TUTORIAL) 

I 

Moore’s law ,VLSI Design Hierarchy, MOSFET as switches, pass characteristics, Basic logic 

gates and complex logic gates  using CMOS, Bubble pushing, XOR and XNOR gates, AOI 

and OAI logic gates, Transmission gates-TG based 2-to-1 MUX, XOR, XNOR circuits. 

Electrical Characteristics of MOSFETs, Threshold voltage, nFET Current-Voltage equations, 

trans-conductance and drain characteristics of nFET,  RC model of a FET, MOS capacitances, 

gate-source and gate- drain capacitances, junction capacitances in a MOSFET, scaling 

concept of MOSFETs 

 

8 

 

 

2 

II 

Integrated Circuit definition and layers, Top and side view of IC layers,  CMOS Layers- 

MOSFET layers in an n-well process. Silicon patterning  for series and parallel connected 

FETs. Layouts of NOT gate, transmission gate, non-inverting buffer, NAND2, NOR2, 

Complex logic gate, 4 input AOI gate. Stick diagram representation of NOT, NAND2 and 

NOR2 .  

Fabrication of CMOS ICs, CMOS process flow, Design rules: minimum space width, 

minimum spacing, surround, extension 

9 

 

 

 

1 

III 

Layouts of Basic Structure: nwells, active area definition, design of n+, p+ regions, masks for 

the nFET, pFET,active contact cross section and mask set, metal1 line with active contact, 

poly contact: cross section and layout,. Latchup  and its prevention. 

 DC characteristics of the CMOS inverter , Expression for midpoint voltage of CMOS 

inverter, Symmetrical inverter,  Inverter switching characteristics, fan-out, input capacitance  

and loading due to fan-out, RC switch model equivalent for the CMOS inverter, rise time and 

fall time expressions, propagation delay of CMOS inverter. 

10 

 

 

2 

IV 

Pseudo nMOS logic gates, tri-state inverter circuit, Clocked CMOS circuit, charge leakage in 

C2MOS circuit, Dynamic CMOS logic circuits :  pre-charge and evaluation modes of 

operation, Domino logic, Dual rail logic networks- Differential Cascade Voltage Switch 

Logic (DCVSL) AND/NAND, OR/NOR gates, Complementary Pass Transistor Logic (CPL) 

structures.  

SRAM – General SRAM cell, 4T &  6T SRAM cell design parameters, Writing to SRAM, 

resistor model, SRAM arrays. Dynamic RAMs: 1T DRAM cell, charge leakage and refresh in 

a DRAM cell 

9 

 

 

 

1 

V 

VLSI Design flow, structural gate level modeling, gate primitives, gate delays, switch level 

modeling, behavioral and RTL operators, timing controls, blocking and non blocking 

assignments, conditional statements, Data flow modeling and RTL, Comparator and priority 

encoder , D latch and  Master-Slave D  flip-flop- verilog code. Arithmetic circuits: half adder, 

full adder, ripple carry adder, carry look ahead adder- verilog code. 

Interconnect modeling; Interconnect resistance and capacitance ,sheet resistance Rs, time 

delay, single and multiple rung ladder circuits, simple RC inter connect model, modeling inter 

connect lines with a series pass FET, Crosstalk, Floor planning and routing. 

9 

 

 

 

1 

 
 45 7 



 

TEXT/REFERENCE/ADDITIONAL BOOKS: 

T/R BOOK TITLE/AUTHORS/PUBLISHER 

T1 John P. Uyemura, “Introduction to VLSI circuits and Systems”, John Wiley & Sons, 2002 

T2 John P. Uyemura, “Chip design for submicron VLSI: CMOS layout and simulation” IE, Cengage learning, 

2006. 
R1 Douglas A. Pucknell, Kamran Eshraghian, “Basic VLSI Design” 3rd Edition, PHI, 2000. 

R2 Jan M. Rabey and others “Digital Integrated Circuits A design perspective”, Pearson Education 

 

WEB SOURCE REFERENCES: (Detailed Topic link) 

W1 nptel.ac.in/downloads/106108101/  

W2 engineeringppt.blogspot.com/.../vlsi-concepts-8th-edition.h...  

 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

SNO DESCRIPTION PO(1..12) 

MAPPING 

PSO(1..3) 

MAPPING 

PC 701 IT.1  

Explain VLSI Design hierarchy and analyse logic gates using CMOS & transmission gate 
structures. (BLT 2) 

 

PO1,PO2,PO3,PO4,PO12 PSO1,PSO2 

PC 701 IT.2  

Identify the layers in the physical structure of ICs and draw the layouts of CMOS logic gates 
(BLT 2,4) 

 

PO1,PO2,PO3,PO4 PSO1,PSO2 

PC 701 IT.3  

Summarize the fabrication process of CMOS ICs and analyse the DC, switching 
characteristics of CMOS inverter. (BLT 2,4) 

 

PO1,PO2,PO3,PO4 PSO1,PSO2 

PC 701 IT.4  

Analyse dynamic CMOS & pseudo nMOS structures of logic gates, SRAM & DRAM cells 
(BLT 4) 

 

PO2,PO3,PO4.PO12 PSO1,PSO2 

PC 701 IT.5  
Develop Verilog code for logic gates, examine the effects of interconnect elements in logic 

cascades and Explain the floor-planning , routing techniques of VLSI circuits(BLT 6)  

 

PO1,PO2,PO3,PO4,PO5 PSO1,PSO2 

 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES VS POs MAPPING (DETAILED; HIGH:3; MEDIUM:2; LOW:1): 

SNO PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

PC 701 

IT.1 

3 3 2 2        3 2 3 

PC 701 

IT.2 

2 3 3 3         2 3 

PC 701 

IT.3 

3 3 3 2         2 2 

PC 701 

IT.4 

 2 3 1        3 2 3 

PC 701 

IT.5 

3 3 3 2 3        2 2 

PC 701 IT 3 2.8 2.8 2.2 3 3      3 2 2.5 



* For Entire Course, PO & PSO Mapping 

Note: Enter correlation levels 1, 2 or 3 as defined below: 

1: Slight (Low)             2: Moderate (Medium)                   3: Substantial (High)  

If there is no correlation, put “-” 

 
POs & PSO REFERENCE: 

PO1 Engineering Knowledge PO6 Engineer & Society PO11 Project Mgt. & Finance 

PO2 Problem Analysis PO7 Environment & Sustainability PO12 Life Long Learning 

PO3 Design & Development PO8 Ethics PSO1 …………………………      

PO4 Investigations PO9 Individual & Team Work PSO2 …………………………. 

PO5 Modern Tools PO10 Communication Skills PSO3 ………………………….. 

GAPS IN THE SYLLABUS - TO MEET COs, POs & PSOs: 

SNO GAP PROPOSED 

ACTIONS 

PROPOSED 

RESOURCE 

CO PO / PSO 

1 Differences b/w BJT and MOSFET,MOSFET advantages over BJT 

in fabrication 

Lecture Internal PC 701 

IT.1 

PO1,PSO1,PSO2 

2 Modelsim software  Free tutorial Laboratory PC 701 

IT.5 

PO5,PSO1,PSO2 

 

TOPICS BEYOND SYLLABUS: Additional course material / learning material / Lab Experiments / Projects 

S.No Description CO PO / PSO 

1 NMOS& PMOS Fabrication flow PC 701 

IT.3 

PO3, PSO1,PSO2 

Web Link of the Course Material:  googlemeet,stanleylms.swecha.org 

Innovation / Pedagogical Initiatives to cater Weak & Advanced Learners: __ 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIES: 

✓ REAL WORLD EXAMPLES  COLLABORATIVE LEARNING  QUALITY LAB EXPERIMENTS  OBSERVATIONS RECORDED 

 INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP  SUMMER TRAINING  EXPERT GUEST LECTURES  PROJECTS 

✓ USE OF ICT  ANY OTHER (SPECIFY)     

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES-DIRECT 

✓ EXAM QUESTIONS ✓ TUTORIAL QUESTIONS ✓ ASSIGNMENTS  LABORATORY TESTS 

 PROJECT EVALUATION  STUDENT ARTIFACTS  ORAL EXAMS  PROJECT PRESENTATIONS 

✓ INTERNALLY DEVELOPED EXAMS  ANY OTHER (SPECIFY)     

 

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES-INDIRECT 

✓ STUDENT EXIT SURVEY  CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES  EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

 

 

Prepared by           HOD 

         

Mrs. Ruquia Alam 

Assitant Professor ,IT                



2.6 Students Performance and Learning Outcomes 

2.6.1 - Programme and course outcomes for all Programmes offered by the institution are stated 

and displayed on website and communicated to teachers and students. 

I&II SEM 

NAME OF COURSE COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE OUTCOMES 

PROGRAMMING FOR 

PROBLEM SOLVING 
SES101CS SES101CS.1Describe the concept of computer system, analyze a 

given problem, develop an algorithm, fundamental programming 

constructs, identify data representation formats, and describe 

operators and their precedence, associativity 
SES101CS.2 Understand branching and loop statements. 

SES101CS.3 Describe the concept of homogeneous derives data 

types, strings and functions.  
SES101CS.3Describe the concept of homogeneous derives data 

types, strings and functions.  
SES101CS.4 Understand pointers and heterogeneous data types 
SES101CS.5 Describe the concept of file system  

PROGRAMMING FOR 

PROBLEM SOLVING 

LAB 

SES111CS SES111CS.1 Understand the concept of basics of C, data 

types and variables.  
SES111CS.2 Understand the concept of operators, 

precedence of operators, conditional statements and 

looping statements. 
SES111CS.3 Explore the concept of strings, functions, 

recursive functions and differences between call by value 

and call by reference 
SES111CS.4 Explore the concept of storage classes, 

preprocessor directives, pointes and files. 
SES111CS.5 Understand the concept of file handling 

functions, searching and sorting methods and real time 

applications of C. 
 

DATA STRUCTURES USING 

C 
SES202IT SES202IT .1Able to analyze the algorithms and express 

algorithm complexity using Asymptotic Notations, select 

appropriate searching and sorting technique for given 

problem.  

SES202IT.2 Implement standard searching and sorting 

algorithms; including binary search; merge sort and quick 

sort; and their complexities  

SES202IT.3 Design and implement linked lists, stacks and 

queues in C  

SES202IT.4 Design and implement tree structures in C 

[Apply] 
SES202IT.5Understand the extended data structures to 

solve problems involving balanced binary search trees, 

AVL Trees, B-trees and B+ trees, hashing, and basic 

graphs 

 
DATA STRUCTURES 

USING C LAB 
SES212IT SES212IT.1Understand various data representation 

techniques in the real world. 

SES212IT.2 Implement linear and non-linear data 

structures. 

SES212IT.3Analyze various algorithms based on 

their time and space complexity. 



SES212IT.4Develop real-time applications using 

suitable data structure. 

SES212IT.5 Identify suitable data structure to solve 

various computing problems. 
 

 

III SEM  

NAME OF 

COURSE 
COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE OUTCOMES 

PROBABILITY & 

STATISTICS 
SBS301MT SBS301MT.1 Apply probability theory to solve practical 

problems. 

SBS301MT 2. Apply various probability distributions to 

solve practical problems, to estimate 

unknown parameters and apply tests of hypothesis. 

SBS301MT 3. Perform a regression analysis and to compute 

and interpret the coefficient of 

correlation , Chi-square test for goodness o‘f fit and 

independent attributes 

SBS301MT 4. To determine the numerical solutions of 

Ordinary differential equations. 

SBS301MT 5. To determine if a set of vector space is a 

vector space, Subspace or a basis 

DISCRETE 

MATHEMATICS 

SES202IT ES303EC.1 Understand sets, functions, groups and relations 

ES303EC.2 Apply permutation and combination to handle 

different types of problems. 

ES303EC.3 Apply propositional logic and predicate logic to 

solve logical statements. 

ES303EC.4 Evaluate Boolean functions and simplify 

expressions using the properties of Boolean Algebra 

ES303EC.5 Develop the given problem as graph networks 

and solve with techniques of graph theory. 

DATABASE 

MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS 

PC302IT PC302IT.1Understand the role of database management system in 

an organization and learn the database concepts. 

PC302IT.2 Construct database queries using relational algebra and 

SQL 

PC302IT.3 Design databases using data modeling and Logical 

database design techniques 

PC302IT.4 Evaluating the indexing, hashing techniques and 

transaction management. 

PC302IT.5 Understand the concept of a database transaction and 

related concurrent, recovery facilities. 
OOPS USING 

JAVA 
SPC 301 IT SPC301IT.1 Identify classes, objects, members of a class and the 

relationships needed to solve a Problem 

SPC301IT.2 Use interfaces and creating user-defined packages 

SPC301IT.3 Utilize exception handling and Multithreading 

concepts to develop Java programs. 



SPC301IT.4 Compose programs using the Java Collection API 

SPC301IT.5 Design a GUI using GUI components with the 

integration of event handling. 
DIGITAL 

ELECTRONICS 

 

SE302EC SES302EC.1 Understand the deign process of digital hardware, 

use Boolean algebra to minimize the logical expressions and 

optimize the implementation of logical functions (BLT 3) 

SES302EC.2 Understand the number representation and design 

combinational circuits like adders,MUX(BLT 3) 

SES302EC 3 Design combinational logic circuits using PLDs 

(BLT 5) 

SES302EC.4 Analyze sequential circuits using flip-flops and 

design registers, counters (BLT 2) 

SES302EC.5 Represent a sequential circuit using finite state 

machine and apply state minimization techniques to design 

FSM(BLT 5) 
ELECTRICAL 

TECHNOLOGY 
SAC903EE SAC903EE.1 Gain knowledge of construction and operation of 

conventional and nonconventional sources 

SAC903EE.2 Understand the working principle of single phase 

and three phase transformers 

SAC903EE.3 Understand the Working principle of generator and 

motor 

SAC903EE.4 Know the working of inverter and rectifier operation 

SAC903EE.5 Understand the concept of Electrical vehicles 
OOPS USING 

JAVA LAB 
SPC311 IT SPC311IT.1Understand object-oriented programming 

fundamental and java programming fundamentals such as classes, 

inheritance, abstract classes, interfaces, packages. 

SPC311IT.2Apply exception handling, multithreading, input 

output basics and string handling. 

SPC311 IT.3 Design and apply collection framework.  

SPC311 IT.4 Design AWT and Swings concept.  

SPC311 IT.5 Apply input-output operations through IO package.  
DATABASE 

MNAGEMENT 

SYSTEM LAB 

SPC 312IT PC 312 IT.1 Implement the basic knowledge of SQL queries and 

relational databases. 

PC312IT.2Design and implement a database schema for a given 

problem. 

PC312IT.3 Implement different constraints for refining of the 

databases. 

PC 312 IT.4 Implement various triggers, procedures and cursors 

using PL/SQL. 

PC 312 IT.5 Generate forms and reports. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



V SEM  

NAME OF COURSE COURSE CODE COURSE OUTCOMES 

OPERATING 

SYSTEMS 
PC 502 IT PC502IT.1 Explain the fundamental concepts 

and functions of operating system. 

PC502IT.2 Understand process scheduling in a 

multi-programming environment and 

implementing process scheduling algorithms 

PC502IT.3 Write application and system calls 

related programs for managing processes, 

memory, I/O and inter-process Communication 

related system calls. 

PC502IT.4Understand memory management, 

disk management techniques, including virtual 

memory and file system structure. 

PC502IT.5  Explain protection and security 

related issues of the computer system.  

ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE 

PE 511 IT PE511IT.1 Learn the fundamentals of AI. Gain 

Insights Characteristics of Problem with 

illustrations. 

PE511IT.2 Apply problem solving through 

search for AI applications 

PE511IT.3 Understand principles of knowledge 

representation basics and advanced methods like 

frames and semantic web. 

PE511IT.4 Understand the use and applications 

of expert systems and Apply probability theory 

to draw conclusions using Naïve Bayes and 

Bayesian networks. 

PE511IT.5Understand the need of machine 

learning and fuzzy logic 
SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERING 
PC505IT PC505IT.1 Define different software 

development processes and their usability in 

different problem domains 

PC505IT.2 Explain the process of requirements 

collection, analyzing, and modelling 

requirements for effective understanding and 

communication with stakeholders 

PC505IT.3 Design and Develop the architecture 

of real world problems towards developing a 

blueprint for implementation 

PC505IT.4 To understand the importance of 

testing in software development and study 

various testing strategies and software quality 

metrics 

PC505IT .5 Discuss the concepts related to Risk 



management and Software project Estimation 

OBJECTORIENTEDAN

ALYSISANDDESIGN 
PE511IT PE511IT.1Understandtheactivitiesinthedifferentphas

esoftheobject-orienteddevelopmentlifecycle. 

PE511IT.2 Modelareal-

worldapplicationbyusingaUML diagram. 

PE511IT.3 

Provideasnapshotofthedetailedstateofasystemat 

appoint intimeusingobjectdiagram. 

PE511IT.4 Recognizewhentousegeneralization, 

aggregation,and 

compositionrelationships.Specifydifferenttypesofbusi

nessrulesinaclass diagram. 

COMPUTER 

NETWORKS 

PC504IT PC504IT .1 Student can able to explain the 

function of each layer of OSI and trace the flow 

of information (Understand) 

PC504IT.2 Node to another node in the network 

routing (Understand) 

PC504IT.3 Understand the principles of IP 

addressing and internet routing (Understand) 

PC504IT.4 Describe the working of various 

networked applications such as DNS, mail, file 

transfer and www (Remember) 

PC504IT .5 Implement client-server socket-based 

networked applications (Apply) 

AUTOMATA 

THEORY 

PC501IT PC501IT.1 Design and use deterministic, 

nondeterministic, and epsilon transition finite state 

automata and illustrate state transition on symbols of 

input words and establish the corresponding language 

of automata 

PC501IT.2 Analyze Regular Expressions and use 

Laws and establish the corresponding Regular 

Language. Prove a given language is regular or 

otherwise. Use Closure and Decision Properties of 

Regular Language 

PC501IT.3 Analyze ambiguity. Develop Context 

Free Grammars, Parse Tees and establish Context 

Free Language. Use Closure and Decision Properties 

of Regular Language 

PC501IT.4 Design Pushdown Automata and 

illustrate the working.  

PC501IT.5 Develop deterministic Pushdown 

Automata and establish equivalence of language of 

PDA and CFG 

PC501IT.6 Design Turing Machine and illustrate its 

working, implement programming techniques for 

Turing Machines, analyze extended and restricted 

Turing Machines for computational abilities, and 

establish the Recursively Enumerable language of 

Turing Machine and analyze the Undecidable 



problems 
WEB APPLICATION 

DEVELOPMENT 

LAB 

PC533IT PC533IT.1 Design Web pages and perform form 

validation using HTML 5.0 inbuilt  

PC533IT.2 Apply Styles to the web content using 

CSS 

PC533IT.3 Create and process web publishing 

content using XML and JSON. 

PC533IT.4 Use JQuery to perform client side 

Dynamics. 

PC533IT.5 Create single page applications (Front 

End) using Angular JS. 

PC533IT.6 Design Big data applications using Mean 

stack or SMACK stack Frameworks 

ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCELAB 

PC552IT PC552IT.1 Design and develop solutions for 

informed and uninformed search problems in AI. 

 PC552IT.2 Demonstrate reasoning in first order 

logic using Prolog 

PC552IT.3 Utilize advanced package like 

NLTK for implementing natural language 

processing. 

 PC552IT.4 Demonstrate and enrich knowledge 

to select and apply python libraries to synthesize 

information and develop supervised learning 

models 

PC552IT.5 Develop a case study in 

multidisciplinary areas to demonstrate use of AI. 

COMPUTERNETWORK

S&OPERATINGSYSTE

MLAB 

PC551IT  PC531IT.1Understand the usage of basic 

commands ipconig, ifconfig, netstat, ping, arp, 

telnet,ftp,finger,traceroute, whois of LINUX 

platform.  

 
PC531IT .2Develop and Implement Client-Server 

Socket based programs using TCP,and UDP 

sockets  
 

PC531IT .3Develop and Implement Distance 

Vector Routing Algorithm  

 

PC531IT.4Develop and Implement RSA Public 

Key algorithm  

 
PC531IT .5Construct simple network by using any 

modern Open Source Network Simulation Tool  
 

 

 



VII SEM 

NAME OF 

COURSE 
COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE OUTCOMES 

CLOUD 

COMPUTING 
PE 713 IT PE 713 IT.1 Understand the architecture and concept of 

different cloud models : IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, 

PE713IT.2 Create virtual machine images and deploy 

them on cloud  

PE713IT.3 Identify security and compliance issues in 

clouds  

VLSI DESIGN PC 701 IT PC 701 IT.1 Explain VLSI Design hierarchy and 

analyse logic gates using CMOS &amp; transmission 

gate structures.  

PC 701 IT.2 Identify the layers in the physical structure 

of ICs and draw the layouts of CMOS logic  

PC 701 IT.3 Summarize the fabrication process of 

CMOS ICs and analyse the DC, switching 

characteristics of CMOS inverter. 

 PC 701 IT.4 Analyse dynamic CMOS &amp; pseudo 

nMOS structures of logic gates, SRAM &amp; DRAM 

cells  

PC 701 IT.5 Develop Verilog code for logic gates, 

examine the effects of interconnect elements in logic 

cascades and Explain the floor-planning , routing 

techniques of VLSI circuits 

BIG DATA 

ANALYTICS 
PC 702 IT PC 702 IT.1 Demonstrate big data and use cases from 

selected business domains. 

PC 702 IT.2 Apply the knowledge of NoSQL big data 

management and experiment with Install, configure, and 

run Hadoop and HDFS. 

PC 702 IT.3 Analyze map-reduce analytics using 

Hadoop. 

PC 702 IT.4 Adapt Hadoop related tools such as HBase, 

PCass PC 702 IT PC302.5 Develop applications in Hive 

and Pig 
 

FUNDAMENTALS 

OF IOT 

OE 773 EC OE773EC.1 Understand the various applications of IoT 

and other enabling technologies 

OE773EC.2 Comprehend various protocols and 

communication technologies used in IoT 

OE773EC.3 Design simple IoT systems with requisite 

hardware and C programming software 

OE773EC.4 Understand the relevance of cloud 

computing and data analytics to IoT 

OE773EC.5 Comprehend the business model of IoT 

from developing a prototype to launching a product. 
 



VLSI DESIGN 

LAB 

PC 751 IT PC751 IT.1 Demonstrate Xilinx ISE suite to write 

Verilog code for logic gates, combinational circuits and 

sequential circuits 

PC751 IT.2 Write Verilog code for basic logic gates, 

complex logic gates, combinational circuits, and 

sequential circuits using switch level, gate level, data 

flow and behavioural modelling  

PC751 IT.3 Develop test bench code using Verilog and 

verify the simulation results.  

PC751 IT.4 Demonstrate the FPGA implementation of 

digital circuits and generate the synthesis report  

PC751 IT1.5 Draw the layouts of basic logic gates using 

Microwind  

PROJECT WORK 

– I 

PW 761 IT PW 761 IT.1 Demonstrate the ability to synthesize and 

apply the knowledge and skills acquired in the academic 

program to the real-world problems. 

PW 761 IT.2 Evaluate different solutions based on 

economic and technical feasibility 

PW 761 IT.3 Effectively plan a project and confidently 

perform all aspects of project management 

PW 761 IT.4 Demonstrate effective written and oral 

communication skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV SEM  

NAME OF COURSE COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE OUTCOMES 

THEORY OF 

AUTOMATA 
SPC401IT SPC401IT .1Gain the knowledge of basic kinds of finite 

automata and their capabilities. 

SPC401IT .2Understand regular and context-free 

languages 

SPC401IT .3Gain the knowledge to analyze regular 

expressions and grammars 

SPC401IT .4Design finite automata, push down automata 

SPC401IT .5Constructing the Turing machine for 

Recursive languages. 
DIGITAL IMAGE 

PROCESSING 
SES402EC SES402EC .1Illustrate an image, applications of DIP, 

image sampling & quantization. BLT1 

SES402EC .2Implement basic transforms used in image 

processing like FFT, DCT, Slant transform etc. BLT4 

SES402EC .3Distinguish spatial & frequency domain 

enhancement, Image smoothing and sharpening 

operations. BLT2 

SES402EC  .4Estimate the degradation functions using 
image observation, experimentation and by modeling, 

Inverse filter. BLT1 

SES402EC .5Implement image segmentation techniques, 

identify descriptors, shape numbers. BLT3 

Describe types of redundancy. types of compression 

techniques and their compression ratio. BLT1 
COMPUTER 

ORGANIZATION 

AND 

MICROPROCESSOR 

SPC403IT SPC403IT .1 Understand the Instruction Set Architecture: 

Instruction format, types, various 

addressing modes 

SPC403IT .2 Understand the basic components of the CPU 

SPC403IT .3 Understand the parallelism both in terms of a 

single processor and multiple processors 

SPC403IT .4 Understand the 8085 and 8051 architectures 

SPC403IT .5 Apply interfacing with I/O Organization, 

Interrupt-driven I/O, DMA 
SIGNALS & 

SYSTEMS 
SES401EC 

 
SES401EC .1To be able to classify , describe the signals 

mathematically and learn how to perform mathematical 

operations on signals. 

SES401EC .2To be able to compute the Fourier series of a 

set of well-defined signals in different forms. 

SES401EC .3Able to represent aperiodic signals by 

Fourier Transform and use Laplace transform to solve 

differential equations. 

SES401EC .4To be able  analyze Discrete time signal 

using Fourier series and Fourier integral 

SES401EC .5Able to find discrete z-transform and DTFT 

of a given problem. 
OPERATING 

SYSTEMS 
SPC402IT SPC402IT .1Understand System calls and evaluate 

process scheduling 



SPC402IT .2Apply procedures for process 

synchronization 

SPC402IT .3Understand the concepts of deadlock 

SPC402IT .4Implement the concepts of memory 

management. 

SPC402IT .5 Understand file system interface and I/O 

systems. 
MICROPROCESSORS 

LAB 
SPC413IT SPC413IT .1Interpret the principles of Assembly 

Language Programming, instruction set in 

SPC413IT .2developing microprocessor-based 

applications. 

Develop Applications such as: 8-bit Addition, 

Multiplication, Division, array 

SPC413IT .3operations, swapping, negative and positive 

numbers. 

SPC413IT .4Analyse the interfaces like serial ports, 

digital-to-analog Converters and analog-to- 

digital converters etc. 

SPC413IT .5Build interfaces of Input-output and other 

units like stepper motor. 

Analyse the function of traffic light controller. 
OPERATING 

SYSTEMS LAB 

 

PC412IT PC412IT .1Execute the UNIXcommands. 

PC412IT .2Implement CPU scheduling algorithms. 

PC412IT .3Implement producer-consumer problem reader-

writers problem, dinning philosophers’ problem. 

PC412IT .4Apply the Banker’s algorithm for deadlock 

avoidance. 

PC412IT .5Implement page replacement and disk 

scheduling techniques. 
PYTHON LAB 

 
SPC411IT SPC411IT .1Develop and execute simple programs using 

Python. 

SPC411IT .2Use conditional control structures for problem 

SPC411IT .3solving  Decompose a problem using 

functions.  

SPC411IT .4Represent compound data using lists, tuples, 

dictionaries using Python  

SPC411IT .5Solve the complex problems using advanced 

Python concepts and design GUI. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



VI SEMISTER 

NAME OF 

COURSE 
COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE OUTCOMES 

EMBEDDED 

SYSTEMS 
PC 601 IT PC 601 IT .1Study and analysis of Embedded Systems  

 PC601 IT .2Design and develop embedded systems 

(hardware, software and firmware)  

PC 601 IT.3Analyses real time systems using RTOS and 

develop applications  

PC 601 IT .4Apply knowledge to interface various sensors and 

its applications in Embedded systems  

PC 601 IT .5Understand principles of SOC design. 
DESIGN AND 

ANALYSIS OF 

ALGORITHMS 

PC602IT PC602IT .1 Compute and analyse complexity of algorithms 

using asymptotic notations. 

PC602IT .2 Write algorithms to solve various computing 

problems and analyse their time and space complexity. 

PC602IT .3 Understand and apply different algorithm design 

techniques to solve real world problems and analyse their 

complexities. 

PC602IT .4 To describe algorithmic complexities of various 

well known computing problems. 

PC602IT .5 To learn algorithm design strategies such as 

Divide-and-Conquer, greedy method, dynamic programming, 

back tracking and branch & bound technique And the concepts 

of NP-hard and NP-complete. 
SOFTWARE 

TESTING AND 

QUALITY 

ASSURANCE 

PE621 IT PE621 IT .1 Solve the problems using Software Testing 

techniques and Approaches. 

PE621 IT .2 Apply various Software testing Techniques to find 

bugs in software. 

 PE621 IT .3 Use open source software Testing Tools 

PE621 IT  .4 Apply various Software Quality Assurance 

Techniques to ensure the quality in software. 

PE621 IT .5 Apply several software measurements and metrics 
NETWORK 

SECURITY AND 

CRYPTOGRAPHY 

PC 604 IT PC604IT.1 Understand the network security, services, attacks, 

mechanisms, types of attacks 

PC604IT.2 Demonstrate the various Symmetric and 

Asymmetric cryptographic algorithms  

PC604IT.3 Discuss various Authentication and Key 

Distribution Algorithms 

PC604IT.4 To comprehend and apply network layer security 

protocols Transport layer security protocols, Web security 

protocols.  

PC604IT.5 Implement Email security and IP Security 

mechanisms to the network.  
DISASTER 

MITIGATION 
OE 601 CE  

MACHINE 

LEARNING 
PC603IT PC603IT.1 Extract features that can be used for a particular 

machine learning approach in various 

applications. 

PC603IT.2 Compare and contrast pros and cons of various 



machine learning techniques and to get 

an insight when to apply particular machine learning approach. 

PC603IT.3 Apply ensemble techniques for improvement of 

classifiers. 

PC603IT.4 Understand machine learning process along with 

algorithms. 

PC603IT.5 Understand how to apply machine learning in 

various applications. 
MACHINE 

LEARNING LAB 
PC652 IT PC652IT.1Apply machine learning algorithms: dataset 

preparation, model selection, model building etc. 

PC652 IT.2  Evaluate various Machine Learning approaches. 

PC652 IT.3  Use scikit-learn, Keras and Tensorflow to apply 

ML techniques. 

PC652IT.4Design and develop solutions to real world 

problems using ML techniques. 

PC652IT.5 Apply unsupervised learning and interpret the 

results. 

EMBEDDED 

SYSTEMS LAB  
PC651IT PC651IT.1 Apply the basic concepts to develop an Interface 

for 8051 and ARMprocessors. 

PC651IT.2 Demonstrate the RTOS Concepts by designing real 

timeapplications. 
MOBILE 

APPLICATION 

DEVELOPMENT 

LAB 

PC653 IT PC653IT.1 Identify various concepts of mobile programming 

that make it unique from 

programming for other platforms. 

PC653IT.2 Critique mobile applications on their design pros 

and cons, 

PC653 IT.3 Utilize rapid prototyping techniques to design and 

develop sophisticated mobile 

interfaces, 

PC653IT.4 Program mobile applications for the Android 

operating system that use basic and 

advanced phone features, and 

PC653IT.5 Deploy applications to the Android marketplace 

for distribution. 
MINI PROJECTS-I PW654IT PW654IT.1 Able to Identify and finalize problem statement by 

surveying variety of domains and technologies(Analyse) 

PW654IT.2 Able to Acquire practical knowledge within the 

chosen area of technology for project 

development(Understand) 

PW654IT.3 Able to Perform requirement analysis and identify 

design methodologies(Analyse) 

PW654IT.4 Able to Implement the system using SQL, data 

structures, C/C++, JAVA, Python and different software 

engineering models and present technical report by applying 

different visualization tools(Apply) 

PW654IT.5 Able to Contribute as an individual or in a team as 

a member in project development(Evaluate) 
 

 



VIII SEM  

NAME OF COURSE COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE OUTCOMES 

CRYPTOGRAPHY 

AND  NETWORK 

SECURITY 

PC 813 IT PC 813 IT.1Understand the network security, services, 

attacks, mechanisms, types of attacks  

PC 813 IT.2 Demonstrate the various Symmetric and 

Asymmetric cryptographic algorithms  

PC 813 IT.3 Discuss various Authentication and Key 

Distribution Algorithms  

PC 813 IT.4 To comprehend and apply network layer 

security protocols Transport layer security protocols, Web  

security protocols.  

PC 813 IT.5 Implement Email security and IP Security 

mechanisms to the network.   
ROAD SAFETY 

ENGINEERING 
 OE801CE OE801CE .1 Prepare accident investigation reports and 

database. 

 OE801CE .2 Apply design principles for roadway 

geometrics improvement with various types of traffic safety 

appurtenances/tools  

  OE801CE .3 Understanding Road Signs and Traffic signals  

OE801CE .4 Manage traffic including incident management 

OE801CE .5Illustrate the applications  of  ITS  
PROJECT WORK – 

II 

PW 861 IT PW 861 IT.1 Demonstrate the ability to synthesize and apply 

the knowledge and skills acquired in the academic 

program to the real-world problems. 

PW 861 IT.2 Evaluate different solutions based on economic 

and technical feasibility 

PW861IT.3 Effectively plan a project and confidently 

perform all aspects of project management 

PW861IT.4Demonstrate effective written and oral 

communication skills 
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Process for Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) 

As a result of this feedback, two major changes have been made: Approval of CAC is required for 

Department Vision and Mission and Program Educational Objectives (PEOs). If not approved, the 

Vision- Mission restructuring is done through the DAC. In the case of PEOs, a revised draft based 

on the CAC feedback is framed by the DAC and then the stakeholders are involved in redefining 

them. This process is followed by SWOC analysis and finally, submission to the CAC for 

approval. 

Drafting, Validation, Approval and Decimation of Vision, Mission and PEOs: The department 

established the draft Vision and Mission through a consultative process involving the stakeholders, 

faculty   of the department and the Department Advisory Committee through Multi-level meetings. 

The stakeholders include parents, faculty, employers, alumni, current students, Head of the 

department. 

The process flow was initiated through a Department Advisory Committee (DAC) meeting for 

establishing the first draft of the Vision and Mission statements, with an Industry Expert, a 

University Expert, HOD (ECE) and senior faculty, in alignment to the Institute Vision-Mission. 

The statements were refined by DAC after a through brainstorming session by the stakeholders. 

The draft is then submitted to the College Advisory Committee (CAC) consisting of the experts 

from academia and industry. The document (on Department Vision-Mission) is submitted to the 

department for publishing upon approval. If not approved, the DAC reiterates the exercise based 

on the stakeholders’ input in the initial stages. 

The Department Vision-Mission was dessimated at various locations, during various meets like 
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Orientation Day, Parents’ Meet, etc. and to all the stakeholders through post/e-mail. 

The principles to establish a common foundation for developing practices that carry out the 

mission and vision of the department were benchmarked and validated in global context. These 

would govern the Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) that the graduate would achieve within 

3 to 5 years after graduation. The final draft was approved and finalized by the CAC and sent to 

the department for publishing. The approved PEOs were dessimated to the stakeholders. In the 

process, if these PEOs were not approved, the exercise would be repeated after another draft based 

on the feedback from the CAC  is prepared by the DAC. The draft is revisited in meetings 

including the interactions with the stakeholders before the final submission for approval to the 

CAC. 

The consistency of the Department Mission with the Institute Mission, PEOs with Institute 

Mission, PEOs with Department Mission, PEOs with Program Outcomes (POs) and Program 

Specific Outcomes (PSOs) is identified. 

The Assessment of the achievement of the PEOs through various forms of data collection and 

academic components is defined. 

The meetings conducted at every stage are documented through the dispatch of invitation letters to 

the stakeholders, their approval to attend the meetings, the meeting minutes and the attendance. 

 
PSOs: 

 
o To apply principles of Communication engineering and Signal processing both in private 

and public organizations. 

o To be well equipped with Management skills, interdisciplinary and modern technologies. 
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CO-PO MAPPING: 
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